The working group understands the crisis of Missing Indigenous Womxn, Girls, and Two-Spirit persons is a complex issue, but action is needed NOW. We address this from a healing perspective with our community. We collectively demand justice on all fronts on a state, local, and federal level.

The MMIWG2S Alaska Working Group is an Indigenous-led working group that shares communications, strategy, actions, and community building to address the MMIWG2S crisis in our state. The MMIWG2S Alaska Working Group consists of the following organizations:

- Alaska Native Women’s Resource Center
- Alaska Native Justice Center
- Alaska Native Heritage Center
- Data for Indigenous Justice
- Native Movement

WHAT WE DO:
The MMIWG2S Alaska Working Group works collaboratively to share initiatives that impact this area of work, share and create strategies for change, and host healing-centered community events. With partnership from statewide organizations, we leverage our collective resources and skills to analyze local, state, and federal policies, have a unified voice on advocacy, and create meaningful out-facing events for the community. Across our organizations, we are able to support this working group administratively, through a policy subcommittee, community organizers, cultural education, research and data, and communications. As Indigenous peoples leading the change we want to see, we are rooted in our shared values and commitment to the safety and well-being of our people.

WHY WE DO THE WORK:
This work is our heartwork. As an Indigenous-led group creating the change we want to see, we are rooted in our shared values and commitment to the safety and well-being of our people. We do this work to spread awareness and uplift the voices of families, advocates, and Indigenous nations. We are driven to push for action to address the MMIWG2S crisis in this state in order to protect the families and communities affected from being silenced anymore.

CONTACT INFORMATION:

- mmiwg2salaska@gmail.com
- www.mmiwg2salaska.org
- www.facebook.com/MMIWG2SAlaska/

Scan here to visit our main webpage.